FUNDING
THE JOURNEY
TO CLOUD
How Can
Government
Pay the Bill?

WE’VE MOVED
TO AN “APP”
ECONOMY
Many complex IT solutions, including enterprise
resource planning (ERP) systems, are no longer
sold and delivered through traditional on-premises
models. Instead, they are increasingly being
delivered in the cloud via Software-as-a-Service
(SaaS) models. SaaS and cloud provide immense
benefits in terms of scalability, flexibility, security and
continuous access to the latest software features.
As they work to spur operational efficiency and technological innovation, savvy
government leaders are accelerating their journey to cloud. But there is a
roadblock on this journey: how to finance large-scale IT transformations like ERP
in the cloud. Accenture discusses financing barriers unique to the public sector
and offers three surefire ways to generate the sustainable resources public sector
leaders need to power their journey to cloud.
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Roadblocks to Funding the Journey
to Cloud for the Public Sector
Governments undertaking the
transformation to cloud/SaaS models for
ERP face a critical roadblock: funding and
financing. That’s because SaaS solutions
in the cloud use few, if any, governmentowned assets. In on-premises ERP models,
governments would use bonding authority
to pay for the hardware, software and
implementation services. But in SaaS,
without the acquisition of capital assets,
traditional public-sector capital financing
vehicles, such as tax-exempt bonds, notes,
and certificates of participation, can’t be
used. Further, governmental accounting
guidance on the treatment of these
arrangements is not settled.1
Typically, as governments look to fund largescale transformation projects, they assess
factors like the ones shown in the decision
tree (see Figure 1):

Will the project be funded and
financed with operating resources?
If yes, follow the “OpEx” branch of the tree.
Various forms of cost reimbursement and
cost recovery eventually are possible. Yet
this branch is unattractive for the simple
fact that operating resources are scarce and
most frequently deployed by governments
for other priorities, such as citizen-facing
services. What’s more, when using the
OpEx approach, governments need to fund
the initiative up front, with the expectation
that benefits to stakeholders (and possible
cost recovery) will be achieved over a
longer time. This creates a lag between the
requirement for funding and the eventual
realization of business benefits.

1

GASB Exposure Draft, May 13, 2019
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Advantages of the journey
to cloud for government
Cloud services deliver IT capabilities like
an “app,” which costs of implementing,
operating and maintaining the app
provided over a multi-year period. This
approach provides compelling benefits,
including:
•

Single point accountability for
implementation and maintenance
of the ERP solution

•

Common service experience

•

Government workers freed to
focus on service delivery, agency
readiness and enablement

•

Reduction in capital and
operating expenditure

•

Faster onboarding and retirement
of legacy systems, resulting in
operational savings

•

Reduction in risk with an increase
in reliability

•

Flexible pay-per-user model that
scales up or down

•

Continuous adoption to stay
current with new software and
technologies

•

Flexible platform for future
growth and innovation

•

Improved workforce performance

Will the project be funded and financed with capital resources?
If yes, follow the “CapEx” branch of the tree. This is typically the preferred approach for ERP, as it
avoids competing for operating resources. Also, the CapEx approach better aligns timing of the
benefits of a project with the funding contributions of stakeholders receiving those benefits.
Because long-term IT transformations can take 10 to 15 years, debt is often the preferred funding
and financing approach. However, tax-free debt (for example, bonds, notes and certificates of
participation) cannot be used for SaaS products. This CapEx funding and financing approach
is not available, as suggested by the “X” in Figure 1 at this time. However, GASB’s May 2019
Exposure Draft2 would allow governments to capitalize initial implementation costs of SaaS
and Cloud implementations, which may open the gate for states to utilize the tax-exempt
financing market for the capitalizable portion of a SaaS implementation. The guidance would
only take effect for fiscal years starting after June 15, 2021, so states wanting to finance SaaS
implementations before this effective date would need to operate under the current rules.
Figure 1: Decision tree for government funding and financing options
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Ibid
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Since SaaS and industry cloud platform
solutions are owned by the software
provider and “leased” or “rented” to clients,
could a capital lease financing method be
appropriate? Alas, capital leasing is not
viable as a SaaS or industry platform solution
does not meet the required criteria, however,
it is encouraging that the GASB has used the
principles of lease accounting guidance in
their new Exposure Draft on the subject3:

• The lessee automatically gains
ownership of the asset
at the end of the lease
• The lessee can buy the asset at a
bargain price at the end of the lease
• The lease runs for 75 percent or
more of the asset’s useful life
• The present value of the lease
payments is at least 90 percent
of the asset’s fair market value
when the lease is created
Once the GASB Exposure Draft is adopted,
tax-exempt financing vehicles may become
appropriate for initial implementation costs
of a SaaS or an industry cloud platform
solution. However, for now, the Internal
Revenue Service will not certify an industry
platform solution in the cloud as an “asset”
eligible for tax-exempt financing. So, what
other options may exist to pay for the
ERP initiative?

3

Ibid
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If governments have a stockpile of cash
reserves, it is obviously easiest to use
operational funding from the general
fund. That scenario is rather atypical, as
governments usually have cash reserves only
for emergency projects and/or “rainy-day”
situations (for example, tax revenue coming
up short or a recession).
Other options include taxable debt and
financing from software vendors. Taxable
debt brings with it a higher interest rate
that is more expensive and generally
unattractive in a business case. Software
vendor financing typically only covers the
software components of an IT system and
requires short periods of time for payback.
Consequently, governments are unable
to realize the ERP benefits in a timeframe
that would allow them to charge back the
ERP costs to those agencies/departments
receiving those benefits. What’s more, much
like taxable debt, interest rates on software
vendor financing tend to be high.
The inevitable conclusion is that without
an “asset” to own and operate, CapEx
funding and financing options are no
longer viable. Governments need to focus
on ways to generate sustainable operating
funding to support their transformation
to cloud services. Typically, the first place
governments look for these funds is the
budget savings from decommissioning
legacy systems or rationalizing applications.

Three Surefire Ways to Generate
Sustainable Funding/Financing Support
in the Era of Cloud-Based Systems
Fortunately, there are at least three ways for governments to build the funding streams
necessary to jumpstart and sustain investment in cloud-based systems.

DEPLOY ANALYTICS TO IDENTIFY, QUANTIFY
AND HARVEST IMMEDIATE BUSINESS VALUE.
One way is to deploy analytics to identify business value, specifically
cost savings and new revenues.
Embedded in many parts of an organization are pools of costs and revenues
tied to old ways of doing business. We call this “trapped value”—the
difference between the cost curve for operating under current business
processes and legacy technologies compared to operating with redesigned
processes and innovative technologies.
Analytics can help identify and unlock
“trapped value,” thereby providing
funding to support the business case
for the transformation project. With
analytics, key areas should be mined
for “wins” that can yield benefits,
even before embarking on the major
systems overhaul. Key value areas to
mine include streamlined processes,
modernized payment policies and
cash-flow optimization. Tools, such as
the Accenture Government Business
Transformation Toolkit, have been
developed to help you harvest value
and then use that value to finance
the early stages of an effective cloud
transformation. Governments have
identified millions of dollars in savings
and/or increased revenues using these
types of tools.
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IMPLEMENT A ROBUST BENEFITS REALIZATION
FRAMEWORK AND PLAN.
Big investments in transformation often require a business case. Developing
a compelling business case on the front end of a significant investment
helps build enthusiasm and support. But too often, once the resources are
obtained, these business cases are forgotten, and large projects fail to earn
the return on investment that is promised. The skepticism generated in these
situations creates a real reluctance by legislatures and other funding bodies
to make the “big bet” investments needed to take public sector back-office
performance to the next level.
Critical to sustainable funding for transformations is a robust business
realization framework, along with a clearly executed benefits realization
plan that sets forth concrete targets, action plans and ongoing monitoring
of improved key performance indicators (KPIs) that will yield the promised
benefits. Governments following this leading practice often establish
transformation management offices with the resources and capabilities
to design, execute and monitor a benefits realization plan.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF INDUSTRY
CLOUD PLATFORMS.
As enterprises in the public sector move to the cloud, they will require
ongoing financial commitments of operating funds—where IT investments
will be competing against other claims on scarce general revenue funds.
Innovative models that use an industry cloud platform are emerging in the
marketplace. In these models, the costs of implementing, operating
and maintaining the solution are borne by a third-party provider over
a multi-year period.
Industry cloud platforms hold the promise of spanning all the technology
infrastructure and business processes associated with a major cloud-based
system before, during, and after implementation. In this way, they enable
governments to offload the burden of getting the system up and running.
Furthermore, an industry cloud solution ensures the ERP is operating
securely and efficiently over the long run while maintaining functional
and technical currency.
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An industry platform approach to cloud-based services offers the following benefits:

Less risk and cost. In conventional ERP system implementations, the government takes on
enormous risk by developing thousands of itemized and customized requirements. While this
approach may seem to mitigate risk, by defining requirements to meet all their needs, the reality
is that the sheer complexity of these requirements causes a substantial risk of failure or delay.
This is a key difference in risk between cloud and on-premises systems. With industry cloud
platforms, the government entity would be “onboarding” to a running instance of the system. As
such, governments enjoy reduced risk of system delay or failure as well as lower implementation
costs. That’s because they adopt the vast majority of business processes—focusing attention
only on the small proportion of government requirements that require adaptation. Simply stated,
onboarding industry cloud solutions are typically less risky than building the same systems from
the ground up.
More predictable and manageable cashflow. By using industry cloud platforms,
governments can enjoy a stable and predictable total cost of ownership spread across a longterm service period, such as 10 to 15 years. This can alleviate the cashflow “peaks and valleys” of
conventional on-premise IT implementations. By “smoothing” cashflows, governments can more
easily budget operational funding without needing an injection of substantial sums at the project
start (see Figure 2).

Figure 2: Typical 15-year TCO Comparison (ERP Example)
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Lower total cost of ownership. Because the cloud option allows governments to use their
operating budget in a more predictable and consistent basis they will not be required to finance
the transformation projects—providing another source of savings. Figure 3 compares the total
cost of ownership (TCO) of an on-premises ERP system (financed with CapEx) and an ERP system
using an industry platform approach (funded from OpEx). This model incorporates savings on
interest expenses and savings from the reduced complexity of “onboarding” the government to
an existing service.

Figure 3: Typical 15-year TCO Comparison (ERP Example)
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Industry
Cloud ERP

IT ALL COMES
DOWN TO THE
BOTTOM LINE
When it comes to funding government cloud
transformations, there is a lot to consider: the
imperatives for governments to adopt innovations,
constraints on traditional operating and capital
funding and financing techniques, and the
benefits of using an industry platform model.
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To learn more about how industry cloud
platforms are transforming back-office
operations for the public sector, what other
governments are doing, and how to craft
the funding and financing strategy most
appropriate for your organization, contact:

BILL KILMARTIN
North America Lead, Finance
and Administration
Public Sector, Accenture
william.kilmartin@accenture.com
/bill-kilmartin-981a865
/BillKilmartin1

J. PARI SABETY

About Accenture
Accenture is a leading global professional
services company, providing a broad
range of services and solutions in
strategy, consulting, digital, technology
and operations. Combining unmatched
experience and specialized skills across more
than 40 industries and all business functions
—underpinned by the world’s largest delivery
network—Accenture works at the intersection
of business and technology to help clients
improve their performance and create
sustainable value for their stakeholders. With
482,000 people serving clients in more than
120 countries, Accenture drives innovation to
improve the way the world works and lives.
Visit us at www.accenture.com.

Strategy Lead, Public Sector
Industry Platform, Accenture
j.p.sabety@accenture.com
/parisabety
/PSabety

Visit us at
www.accenture.com/GovBackOffice
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